Determination of affinity constants of locked nucleic acid (LNA) and DNA duplex formation using label free sensor technology.
Locked nucleic acid (LNA) is a nucleic acid analogue containing 2'-O,4'-C-methylene-beta-D-ribofuranosyl nucleotides, which have a bicyclic furanose unit locked in a RNA mimicking sugar conformation. Oligonucleotides containing LNA monomers show an enhanced thermal stability and robustness against nuclease mediated cleavage. Therefore special tailored LNA is a versatile tool for gene array analysis and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis. The higher melting temperatures result from a higher affinity between the LNA and its complementary base. This was verified by the determination of the affinity constants of the duplex formation of 3 oligonucleotides: DNA, L-DNA, in which all thymidines are substituted by LNA, and a fully modified LNA, to their complementary DNA strand. Affinity constants were calculated to be 1.5 x 10(9), 4.0 x 10(9) and >10(12) L mol(-1). This was done using the label free and time resolved sensing technology reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS), in an assay format similar to a titration called binding inhibition assay.